Stretch-activated ion channels modulate the resting membrane potential during early embryogenesis.
By using the patch-clamp technique, stretch-activated ionic channels were found in the membrane of cleaving freshwater fish embryos at the early stages of embryogenesis (2-256 cells). The application of negative pressure to the pipette increased the frequency of activation and the duration of bursts. This type of channel has a preferential K+ selectivity. When bathed on both membrane surfaces with 140 mM KCl the channel conductance was 71 pS. The kinetic behaviour did not depend markedly on either membrane potential (in the range from -70 to +70 mV) or calcium concentration on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. On continuous recording, the probability of the channel being open was found to change periodically over a 5- to 20-fold range for different cells. These variations correlated with changes in resting potential and membrane conductance during the cell cycle. These results suggest that the oscillation of resting potential within the cell cycle is associated with the operation of stretch-activated ion channels.